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We are always grateful for photos and photo location sightings submitted by the landowners and
shareholders as part of our citizen science database. If you have any information and photos with
regards to collared elephants, musth bulls or potentially large tusked individuals, please contact us
at info2u@elephantsalive.

IDENTIFICATION PROJECT
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Ronny Makukule
Researcher & Bee
Project-, Elephant
Mortalities- and
Education Liason
Officer

The wet season is an exciting time as we often get to see some of the non-resident bulls visiting
the APNR. We take the opportunity to spend some time with these bulls, documenting how they
have grown over the last two decades. 

NON-RESIDENT BULLS SEEN OVER THE PAST THREE MONTHS

2005 2016 2021
Braveheart

Joel Sithole
Researcher &
Elephant
Mortalities and
Education Liason
Officer

Table 1: Number of photos and animals processed based on our elephant identification study this quarter



ID PROJECT
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During the wet season, many bulls enter their musth cycle. During this time, their testosterone
levels increase and they move in search of mating opportunities. 

Tussle Classic

Proud GowerMondzweni (Kilimanjaro)

2020 20212003
Legolas

BULLS IN MUSTH RECENTLY SEEN IN THE APNR



Kayla Geenen
GIS Technician

Elephant bull movement is determined by many
factors, including a  period of heightened
testosterone, referred to as musth. As the
testosterone charges through their systems, they are
filled with the confidence needed to challenge other
males for the right to mate. This reproductive status
drives them to move vast distances in search of
females to breed with. 

A good example of this change in behaviour and
movement can be seen in the map to the right.
Tussle, a young adult bull, is seen traversing a small
area of the APNR towards the end of last year (blue).
When he came into musth in January 2021, he
started roaming beyond the APNR, north into Kruger
National Park (red). Tussle has covered 1262km over
the last three months while in musth. 
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TRACKING PROJECTS
Anka Bedetti
Tracking Projects 
Manager

MUSTH BULL MOVEMENTS

COW MOVEMENTS

BULL MOVEMENTS

With the increase in rains, we see an
expansion in elephant movement. Not
restricted by depleting resources,
elephants move more freely within the
landscape. 

From the maps on the left, we can see
that elephant bull movement is
widspread as far as the Punda Maria
region in Kruger. Elephants cows tend
to be more site faithful and most of
our collared females remain in the
APNR during both wet and dry
seasons.

ALL APNR COLLARED 
ELEPHANTS



Summer, an adult cow belonging to a breeding herd called
“Trees”, where each member is named after a local,
indigenous tree species. She was first sighted in March
2003 and collared two years later in November 2005.
Summer's herd travels vast distances, not common
amongst breeding herds. They sometimes travel from the
private nature reserves, all the way through Kruger National
Park, down south to Berg ‘n Dal. That’s roughly 50km! 

IN SEARCH OF SUMMER
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Unfortunately, Summer's GPS collar has stopped
transmitting and we are in search of her to replace the
collar. We are therefore asking for any sightings and
photos of Summer to please be submitted to us, along
with location details.

Summer's ear pattern - characteristic hole on right ear as highlighted by red circle.
Her left ear is relatively smooth.

WE NEED YOUR HELP

kayla@elephantsalive.org

+27 65 580 6738

Please submit your sightings of summer to:



The data from last year’s vulture tree surveys
across the APNR have been analysed and the
report has been distributed to APNR management.
We assessed a total of 263 large trees, of which 126
had active vulture nests. Nests were recorded in
nine different tree species, of which the majority
were recorded in knobthorn (Senegalia nigrescens)
and jackalberry trees (Diospyros mespiliformis). Most
trees containing vulture nests are in a healthy
condition, although impact levels significantly varied
according to the species of tree. The highest mean
impact levels were recorded on knobthorn trees,
with bark-stripping being the most common impact
type. With only 5% of vulture trees being protected
with wire-netting (a tree protection method against
bark-stripping), we highly recommend this method
for trees containing vulture nests in order to
increase the trees’ survival rates within the APNR. 

Elephants Alive’s vulture research within the APNR
was presented to the Inkwazi Bird Group through a
webinar session in February. 

BIG TREES PROJECTS

VULTURE TREE SURVEY

Robin CookMichelle Henley
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Robin Cook
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Manager



The annual tree survey took place towards the
end of 2020, marking five years since our beehive
project was started. After five years, 32% of the
control (no protection) and 28% of the wire-netted
marula trees have died, in comparison to 6% of
the beehive trees. We are yet to lose a marula
tree with an active beehive to elephant impact.
The summer rains have also given the honeybees
an abundance of nectar and pollen to help sustain
large colony levels. We were thankful that the
passing of Tropical storm Eloise did not result in
any beehive abandonments within the study site.
Our team are strategizing on the arrangement of
beehives within the study site, using elephant
tracking data to facilitate where the beehives will
be most effective. This year the beehive project
has been presented to the University of the Third
Age (U3A) through a webinar session in March. 

Ms. Nikiwe Ndlovu, under the supervision of Dr. Frank
Neumann from the University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg, continues to analyse the pollen contents
of the honey produced by Elephants Alive’s honeybees. 

This melissopalynological analysis provides data on
which plant species the honeybees visit across the
seasons, as well as which species are most preferred.
Whilst Nikiwe still works on the data analyses for her
Master’s degree, she can confirm that the honeybees are
utilising at least ten different plant families, of which the
most abundantly utilised are the Combretaceae. 
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JEJANE PRIVATE NATURE RESERVE BEEHIVE PROJECT

POLLEN ANALYSES

Scott Chui

Dominant pollen grains from the March 2020 honey harvest of the
Associated Private Nature Reserves (Nikiwe Ndlovu)



Good things come to those who wait – a statement we’ve
come to appreciate at our Proof of Concept site. At this
site, we are testing the propagation of plants unpalatable
to elephants, which will eventually be introduced to the
communities in Mozambique as an alternative means of
income. Since we introduced our newest project of
establishing coexistence gardens, we’ve made slow but
steady progress. While we have waited for our irrigation
system to be installed, we’ve had the chance of not only
establishing a compost system for all shareholders to use
but also installing a 100 more beehives on site. No small
feat for our small, but dedicated team! 

Beekeeping is an ever-evolving practise and we just love how much these vital pollinators are teaching
us. With winter approaching, we have made water stations available for the bees. It is hard work,
especially when you’re having to walk around in a very thick bee suit in middle of summer, but the
rewards are endless and the ultimate goal of promoting coexistence in southern Mozambique makes it
worthwhile.

Our badger-proof beehive stands, have been made from repurposed y-standards that were removed
for protected area expansion. It’s the small things, but actively aiming to reduce our waste-footprint is
one of the easiest ways to tread lightly on planet Earth. 

GARDENS AND BEES PROJECTS

Earthpods – an ingenious way of repurposing old
tyres & plastic bottles; and creating a reservoir in
order to reduce the frequency with which plants
require watering

Compost bins – built using old pallets 
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Jessica Wilmot
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Projects Manager

Joel Sithole
Black Mamba
Anti- Poaching
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Elephants Alive

Valerious Mashayi
Garden and Bee
Projects Officer

Fresh Mharadze
Garden and Bee
Projects Officer



SCIENCE, EDUCATION & AWARENESS
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Over the last quarter, the following publications have become available:

If you would like further details, please email info2u@elephantsalive.org

Kayla Geenen

3 Scientific Papers

PUBLIC RELATIONS

9 Popular articles

4 Webinars
5 Scientific Paper 
Reviews

1 participation in MSc study entitled:
Research Project: Women in conservation: narratives of place and practice in the Lowveld
region, South Africa. With the Stockholm Resilience Centre Sustainability Science for Biosphere
Stewardship (Stockholm University)


